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Faculty union soundly rejected
BY DAVID MICHMERHUIZEN
When the faculty polls closed last
Thursday about 2:30 p.m., Prof.
Donald Herman stood between two
employes of the Michigan Employ
ment Commission (MERC), watch
ing as they separated the paper bal

R onald

VanSteeland

lots.
Once the ballots were stacked in
two unequal piles, Herman, who led
the faculty unionization attempt,
took a long look and left to catch a
plane.
P rof. Weldon Frase, another
union organizer, waited for the
final verdict. Of the 256 faculty
and staff eligible to vote, 233 or
95% turned out to turn down the
Michigan Education Association’s
bid - 147 no votes, 76 yes, and 10
votes challenged.
The vote marked the end of the
latest organizational drive, begun
last February,- to form the Grand
Valley State Colleges Faculty Asso
ciation as a recognized collective
bargaining unit and an affiliate of
the MEA.
“ It’s no surprise,” said Dale
Lathers, a MEA representative who
worked closely with the GVSCFA.
“We thought it would be closer
than this,” he added, “but we
haven’t been as confident this fall
as we were last spring.”
WJC professor Rosalyn Muskovitz, a GVSCFA executive board

A nnual career day scheduled for
The second annual Career Con
ference will be held on Wednesday,
Nov. 6.
The conference is being spon
sored by iue Grand Valley Collegi
ate Chapter of American Marketing
A ssociation (CCAMA) and the
Placement Office.
Career Conference participants
this year include Meijers, Steelcase,
Union Bank, Lear Seigler, American
Seating, Aetna Life Insurance, GM
Fisher Body Plant #2, as well as the
four branches of the Armed Ser
vices.
Over 32 businesses will have their
booths set up throughout the Cam
pus Center, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
where students can make their per
sonal contacts or just browse
through the assorted pamphlets and
displays.

“If students want it next year, they're
going to have to show it by showing up this
—CCAMA Vic* President Jerry Helkmer
The conference is designed to in
form students of today’s job mar
ket, as well as specific qualifications
for job placement.
According to CCAMA Vice Presi
dent Jerry Helmker the success of
the conference hinges on the re
sponse of the entire Grand Valley
academic community.
“ If students want it npxt year,”
said Heimker, “they're going to
have to show it by showing up this
year.”

The problem, explained Helm
ker, is that although career con
ferences were popular in the ’50’s
and the early ’60’s, they are no
longer advantageous for businesses
because of the large numbers of col
lege graduates now seeking profes
sional careers.
So, stressed Helmker, the Grand
Valley academic c o m m u n i t y wiii
have to show area businesses that
their financial investments in career
conference days are worth it or else

Novelist to speak here next week
BY BRAD FIGG
Novelist Jack Matthews, an English professor at Ohio University,
will be visiting Grand Valley next
Wednesday and Thursday Novem
ber 6-7.
Matthews has written five novels,
two textbooks and over 100 short
stories. About ninety of his poems
have been published in literary Jour
nals and in various anthologies.
Matthews is a literary descendant
of earlier 20th century novelists
like Sinclair Lewis and Upton Sin
clair whose novels were realistic
stories about the average American.
Although Matthews* novels lack
the masterful prase o f a James
Joyce o r a John Updike, he has

for his intense characterizations
o f p lain midwestem-type-folk
characters.
Herbert Gold, author and literary
critic for the Los Angeles Times,
says that Matthews, in his novel
T h e Charisma Campaigns” (1972),
“cleaves to a tone of flat middle*
tall story, but achieves in
the interstices o f this simple telling
a melancholy like that o f Samuel
Beckett** solitary protagonists.”
In Matthews* latest novel entitled
“Pictures o f the Journey Back”
(1973), the main character is J. Dan
Swope, a broken down retired cow
boy, who travels from his ranch in
to Wichita, Kansas in a
rid ptek-up truck on a

daughter, who left home to become
a hippie, in order to bring her back
home before her mother dies of
cancer.
“Sometimes a man has to do
what he didn’t count on to get the
right thing done,” says J. Dm
Swope in a sudden revelation o f
truth in the end which was nearly
drowned out by the continual dbillurionment of the “ Pictures o f the
Journey Back.”
• i ,__
Matthews will present readings
from his works “ the Campus
Center on Wednesday at 3 p.m.
These w » also be a questkm-andanswer period following his readta p a t 4 p.ai. Thursday, Matthews
wZ be speaking ta several o f the
CAS literature dames.

member, expressed more bitterness
at the final vote. “The union was
defeated because the faculty on this
campus are basically conservative
and concerned with the status
quo,” she said. “They’re afraid of
change and that’s what the union
means - change.”
Differences between college gov
ernance and faculty relations
seemed to play a part in the nega
tive vote. Said one WJC professor,
“If I were in CAS I would be all for
the union, but in William James, we
had everything to lose.”
A nti-union faculty members
were clearly pleased with the vote’s
results. ‘The faculty has decided
that the problems are not serious
enough to warrant taking that ac
tion.” said Prof. John Tevebaugh,
chairman of the CAS history de
partment.
Tevebaugh was a member of the
“Concerned Faculty” group that
opposed the union.
Vice-president of the Colleges
Ronald VanSteeland, whose juris
diction includes faculty labor rela
tions, commented. “The faculty is
concerned I’m very pleased.”

.6
they will be discontinued.
If a successful response is once
again shown by the Grand Valley
community, future programs will
be expanded because mere businee litre,
tending a career ’
Helmker added.
A special social hour at 5 p.m.
and a banquet at 6 p.m. will con
clude the Career Conference Day’s
activities.
Vice Piwaiucii Arihur Hiixs and
CCAMA President Jim Zeeff will
host the banquet which will feature
Executive Vice President Robert L.
Sadler of Old Kent Bank as guest
speaker.
Tickets for the social hour and
banquet can be purchased at the CC
Concession Stand for $3.
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Qeed, long look at
‘'callage” fasts needed
Latin used to be required in European schools be
cause it was “good discipline.” Today, in the United
States, some elementary school children are forced to
memorize the Gettysburg Address. Parroting is stressed;
content is not.
Most of us came to college believing logical thought is
errorless recitation and the disciplines of deduction and
research take precedence over “disciplined” memoriza
tion. Or does it? By the look of some exams on reserve
in the library. GVSC professors equate learning with
rote memorization and test scores on a curve.
The “who done it” questions are no more complex
tha.i matching Louis Pasteur with pasteurization. Most
typically they begin “All except which of the following
can be credited with the discovery of . . . ?” In most
cases students are asked only to recall the who and the
what. “Why?,” the probing question of the serious stu
dent is not considered. “How?” and “When?” dangle in
the periphery.
Here’s a SHS 100 fill-in-the-blank question; “A tumor
that is not cancerous is-? ” College students should be
familiar with the term “benign.” Even if they are not, is
such a simplistic question appropriate for a test? Better
to ask about the differences in the development, be
havior and post-test procedure between cancerous and
benign tumors. Such a question would test knowledge
of the word “benign” as well as more practical applica
tion o f the knowledge.
SHS isn't the only department to get away with slop
py testing. Questions from Biology 105 are routinely
prefixed with easy-outs like “who introduced the
term -,” and “according to the textbook-.” One profes
sor in Economics 210 even gave bonus points for stu
dents who could spell his name correctly out of five
choices.
These types of questions occur most frequently in
lower level, introductory courses. True, these courses
are crowded and generally uninteresting to the professor
but also true that they are the freshmen’s first taste of
college. And what they are tasting is more high school.
Tests should measure knowledge of a particular topic
and measure that knowledge consistently. When dis
coveries in science make textbooks obsolete, the books
are revised. When a test fails to adequately measure a
students knowledge of a field, that test should be re* IU V W *

y t O r n ---------
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The Lanthom is the weekly student publication of the Grand Val
ley State Colleges. Editorials are the
opinions of the writers on the
paper’s staff and do not necessarily
represent the official policies of the
Colleges or the student body.
Subscriptions are available upon
request. Address ail correspondence
to Lanthom , Campus Center,
GVSC, Allendale, Michigan 49401.
Editor-in-Chief........... Gary Kohut
News E d ito r.................. BillPitsch
Features Editor ___ Beth Amante
Sports E d ito r.................Bill Rohn
Photo T echnician.........Bob Cohen
Business Manager . . . .Tom Trainer
The ^gpthorn welcomes com
ments from its readers in the form
of letters to the editor. Signed %
letters can be submitted to die
Lanthom office in the Campus Cen
ter or by mailing them to Editor,
Lanthom, Campus Center, GVSC,
Allendale, Midugae 49401.
Letters for Thursday publics tics
must be received by noon the pre
ceding Friday.

But many of these “objective” tests aren’t available
for scrutiny. Some profs don t bother to file their exams
with the library. They just use the same ones over and
over again.
Questions verbatim from a book or lecture are not
measure of knowledge. Questions which force a student
to think and organize book-learned knowledge into a
scheme are.
One reason students opt for CAS is because they
feel they need an objective measurement of their prog
ress which TJC and WJC do not offer. But if tests mea
sure material that is "crammed” and soon forgotten,
then our educational system is certainly sub-par and stu
dents are being short-changed.

To the Editor1 am responding to the note in
the Lanthom which proposed the
library remain open Friday and
Saturday evenings. The library staff
is aware of student requests for this
extension of hours and we would
offer the service if we were able.
The library has always extended
its hours on the weekends before
final examinations. This experience
has not demonstrated that Friday
and. Saturday evenings are popular
times to study. During the last
school year there Was an average
attendance of 21 people at 9:00 on

Hm k
jU arhcl

these special evenings and never
more than 32. This is a lower use
than any other time except Satur
day mornings. The library is pri
marily a learning resource and only
secondarily a study hail. It is an
expensive building to heat, light,
maintain and staff.
When we get funds we will try to
extend hours immediately. Until
then I would be pleased to have
from students and staff their eval
uations of the idea of closing the
library Saturday mornings and
Gpening it either Friday and Satur
day evening.
- Stephen Ford
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Female sportscaster riles armchair gridder’s ego
WASH! NGTON-As everyone
knows, I have always been in the
forefront of the fight for women’s
liberation. My body is scarred from
battling on the picket lines at the
Miss America Pageant in Atlantic
City and the Miss Universe Contest
in Miami. As we say in the lib
movement, “ I’ve paid my dues.’’
Therefore, I believe I can deal
with the following subject with
complete objectivity. What on
God’s green Astroturf is a woman
doing acting as a sports commenta
tor during a professional football
game?
Last week I turned on the Redskin-Giant game, leaned back in my
chair with a beer in my hand and a
bowl of potato chips at my feet.
Suddenly I heard this strange voice
on the air. It sounded exactly like a
woman’s. My first thought was that

CBS’ Pat Summerall had had a
serious operation. Then I decided
that the sound on my set had gone
awry. But a few seconds iater a very
pretty brunette came on the screen
who was introduced as Jane Chas
tain, and Summerall said she was
going to do the color for the game.
I sat straight up in my seat. A
woman doing color on TV? Didn’t
CBS have any shame at all?
How could a multibillion-dollar
network invade the homes of 30
million beer-drinking, potato chip
eating, red-blooded American foot
ball fans with the voice of a girl?

"Wear after year, semester
j Lafter semester, the
CoilegeM aster* from
Fidelity Union Life has
been tne most accepted,
most popular plan on #
campuses all over America.

Let us make no mistake about
this. Football watching is the last
refuge of the Male Chauvinist Pig.
We invented the game; we play it
every Sunday-and Monday and
Wednesday and Thursday and Fri
day and Saturday (see your local
paper for TV listings). It is our
thing.
As nice as Ms. Chastain looks and
as knowledgeable as she tried to be,
she has no more business on a TV
football game than Howard Cosell
has on The Waltons.
If I were to conjecture why CBS
made this decision, I would have to
guess that by assigning a woman
announcer tp a W football game
they vere trying to attract a larger
female audience. They were hoping
to win over the wives or, as they are
called, “widows’’ of the men who
spend their weekends staring
dumbly at their tubes.
This thinking is not the way we
do things in America. The role of
the wife on Sunday afternoons is to

make the beds, prepare the meals,
drive the children somewhere or
take care of any relatives who
might drop in unexpectedly.
Even if they wanted to, they
don’t have time to watch football.
It is a cruel hoax on the part of the
network to try to attract them to
the TV screen when it knows wom
en have so many more important
things to do.
To show you the groveling they
did last Sunday, CBS had Ms. Chas
tain interview Billie Jean King at
half time. The last thing American
men want to see during a football
half time is an interview with Billie
Jean King.
Let me make myself perfectly
clear. I have no objection to women
being airline pilots, truck drivers,
senatoo and even President of the
United States. They're entitled.
They can be doctors, lawyers,
automobile mechanics, policemen,
flremep apd Indian chiefs- They can
own banks, be in the numbers
rackets and play Little League base
ball if they want to.
The only place they don’t belong
is on a TV sportscasi telling us male
spectators things that they think we
didn’t know about football.
P.S. No abusive mail concerning
this column will be answered.

Findoutwhy.
Call the Fidelity Union
CoUegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:
• N « o r y V. ■««•**
M f-lO O
(

P hilip * •
•4S -7S M

S M M b tX M .
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BSC revises constitution, joins African relief effort
BY CLEO CULP, JR.

The Black Student Coalition is
olT and running. At the last meeting
the reconstructed constitution was
approved, officers were elected and
committees were appointed. Their
first objective in this academic year
is to play a major role in the
African Relief Fund Drive.
The coalition will sponsor a
dance tomorrow. November I. in
the Ravine Center Irom 9:00 to

12:00 p.m. Everyone is invited.
There will be live entertainment,
and during breaks Sly Patches &
Shy Bear, from GVSC radio station
will be spinning your latest sounds.
So come on out and contribute to
the cause. A 504 donation will be
required.
Don’t forget the next BSC meet
ing will be at 6:00 in Room 174. in
Lake Superior Hall on November 6.
* * * *
To Victor Martin: The Lantnom
staff and I would like to apologize
for the typographical error in last
week’s edition.
Victor (Freshman) is one of
three male cheerleaders on Grand

Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra
with guest pianist

William Doppman
©#

CAS Music Department
. .

N ov. 2

8:15 p.m.

Louis Armstrong
Theatre

Valley’s cheering squad. He is try d en t Coalition, World Hunger
ing to get more men interested in Group, Vets Brotherhood and Trav
el Aid Organization have united to
participating on the squad.
“Cheering is something everyone raise money for the African Relief
should take part In, because you are Fund Drive. O.K., what’s going to
cheering for one reason: to let your happen" is this. These groups arc
team know you are there and care setting aside Nov. 22 and 23 to put
on different activities. The weekend
about their performance.”
So make it a point to be at the will be entitled the ” ! CAR! ”
weekend. We hope to raise a mini
next game.
mum of $500, a max of the max.
* * * *
Take
a couple of minutes to go over
The Grand Valley Gospel Choir,
the
following
material.
headed by Ms. Nellie McGee,
Over 17 million African people
brought the Spirit down last Thurs
are
starving. Will you help save
day night in the Campus Center. We
hope to see the choir perform again them? A six-year drought is causing
sometime very soon. Membership is one of the greatest human disasters
open to any student who wishes to the world has ever known. Onejoin. If you feel you cannot sing, third of the total population of 17
you may be surprised after the West African nations is facing fam
music starts and the spirit moves ine and economic disaster.
Although several groups are pro
upon you - you w ill. . .
viding
relief efforts, all ot us to
* * * *
Travel Aid is an organization that gether are still not enough because
plans trips in-country and abroad. of the growing magnitude of the
They’ve found that pulling together crisis.
I know we all have our own
makes you stronger as well as mak
ing trips and activities cheaper. problems at home with inflation
They are in the process of planning and high food prices. But these
a dynamite trip in the near future. I people have nothing. So even if you
won’t tell you what it is; you’ll received a previous appela, I beg of
have to find out yourself. Be pres you to respond to this continuing
ent at their next meeting in Room emergency now.
You can contact me at this num
221, MACK, Nov. 4. The more, the
ber,
456-4227, or the Student Con
merrier.
* + * *
gress at ext. 249 or 651.
Hey, I want you to pull up the
* * * *
closest chair and have a seat. I want
you to be comfortable when you
Remember: this column is here
read this. This is serious. I’m talking for the students* use. UTILIZE IT
about people, human lives.
Don’t forget the minority page. Cal!
The Student Congress, Black Stu 456-4227.

S A N D Y HILL

BARBER

(Superbly b u ilt brand new hone near Grand V a lley . P erfect
apot fo r prof and fa a d ly . Alum* and brick e x te r io r requires
join.upkeep. Convenient f lo o r plan o ffa ra spacious llv .r o o a ,
[dining area v /g la a a s lid e r s to p a tio . 3 bedroons, 1% b ath s.
iCustosi b i t k itchen la super-sharp v / l o t s o f cupboards, c t r .
, b l t - i n range. Open stra y lands to lower le v e l fa w ily
Shrubbery. Area o f e x q u isite homes on secluded l o t .
topper $30'a . C all 245-0421. Evs. Kvah Hale 895-4568 or John,
452-7814.
DUTCHEK REALTY CGMB4HY
Eastern A ve., S.E^
lb 245-0421

SHOP

7730 20th A w
J«nison,Mich

Free tickets available
at Concession Stand

STYLE

THE LAYER LOOK
Short Hair with a Long
Styled Look
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Women's studies nearer to institute status
The Woman’s Studies Institute,
proposed last spring by a group of
interested faculty and students, was
conditionally endorsed by the
Executive Committee of the AllCollege Academic Senate in late
July.
The Institute’s developers have

not given the final “OK” to the
ECS conditions which include:
- a reconsideration of the oneyear rotating term of the director
ship;
- a budget approval endorsed by
respective collegiate units;
- that the establishment of a

La Lucha needs support
BY SiLVERlO GUERRA
‘La Lucha” is back and is look-

Entertainment
Nightly

ing for support from all Grand
Valley students. “ La Lucha” is an
organization which seeks to further
the interests of Chicanos and show
people the problems of Chicanos in
our communities and our culture.
This organization is open to anyone
who would like to join.
Activities will include dances,
movies and Mexican food sales. In
this way we can show what we arc
all about. Yes, you might even learn
that yod like Mexican food, team
how to dance and even learn to
speak Spanish.
In our last meeting on Oct. 24,
we elected officers. The results
were as follows:
President —Fernando Munoz
Vice President - Felipe Acevedo
Secretary - John Rodriguez
Treasurer - Sylvia Barrogano
•
Come and check us out. Meetings
are held every Tuesday,‘at 7 p.m.,
at Campus View Apt. 102.

“Woman’s Studies Committee” for
each collegiate unit be endorsed by
each unit;
- that the proposers show some
indication that the institute would
have substantial chances for financ
ial support from state or federal
governments or private sources;
- that the Institute establish an
advisory board broadly represent*
tive of the communities to be
served.
Action on the ECS recommenda
tions has not been taken.
The* Woman’s Studies Institute
was initiated to develop curricular
offerings in the Women’s Studies
area on the introductory, advanced

f
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a

Thursday,
October 31

Friday,
November 1

Daily all you can eat features
PERCH
LAKE

PERCH

1"

V

H

............. MONDAY
&
FRIDAY

b w iS v C

CHICKEN
SMELT
CHICKEN

1 ** .....WEDNESDAY
1*

........ THURSDAY

1*

____ SATURDAY

The Woman’s Studies Institute is
under way in the form of a minors
program in CAS, increased woman’s
courses in TJC, WJC and College IV
and the planning of a spring course
by television.
The Institute will also make an
inventory of GVSC women’s
studies resources including faculty,
books, films, video tapes, audio
tapes and plan and sponsor semi
nars, workshops and cultural events
for women on the GVSC campus.

r

Saturday,
M
-Gvember 2

OCEAN

and specialized levels while avoiding
unnecessary duplication of courses
within the colleges.

Sunday,
November 3

Tuesday,
November 5

RESTAURANT WW ^

Wednesday.
November 6

Ccrcinisi Steve Zawouski Exhibition.
Campus Center Art Gallery. Through
November 11. Monday through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Sunday 2.00 to 5:00 p.m.
Film. “ King of Hearts’’. 132 Lake Huron
Ha!!. 3:00-5:00 p.m. and 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Sweeney, Slide Lecture. 174 Lake Supe
rior Hall. 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Dance-Travel Aid. Campus Center Multi
purpose Room. 8:00-11.00 p.m. Ad
mission: $2.50.
Film. “ Harold and Maude” . 132 Lake
Huron Hall. Free admission. 1:00 p.m.
Charles Lloyd Jazz Concert. Campus
Center Multi-purpose Room. Tickets at
the door, $3.00. 8:00 p.m.
Lecturer Frederic B. Vogel, executive
director of the Foundation for the Ex
tension of the American Professional
Theatre (FEDAPT). Contact Dr. William
Z. Iron, CAS Theatre Chairman at ext.
485.
Parents’ Day. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Campus Center.
Cross Country meet. NAIA District 23
meet. At Aquinas. 11:00 a.m.
Football. Northwood Institute (Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Game). GVSC Col
osseum. 1:30 p.m.
Brookside Jazz Ensembie. Louis Arm
strong Theatre. Calder Fine Arts Center.
8:15 p.m.
Frederic B. Vogel. Hope College.
Grand Rapids Symphony under direc
tion. of Theo Alcontard. Louis Arm
strong Theatre. Free tickets available to
GVSC community with I.D. at Campus
Center Concession and CAS music de
partment office in Calder Fine Arts
Center. 8:15 p.m.
Film. “The Fixer” . 132 U ke Huron
Hall. 7:00-10:00 p.m. ~
West Michigan Symphony of Winds Con
cert. Louis Armstrong Theatre. 3:00
p.m. Free.
Election Day .
Film. “Hamlet” . 132 Lake Huron Hall.
Free admission. 3:00 p.m.
Urban Politics Metro-Apex Community
Workshop. Campus Center Multi-purpose
Room. 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Novelist Jack Matthews. Campus Center.
3:00-4:00 p.m.
Second Annual Career Conferences.
Campus Center. Beginning at 11:00 a.m.

I
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H ope

continues

BY DAN SiSCHOFF
The Laker soccer team saw its
seasonal record regress as the club
members absorbed a 3-2 Wednesday
loss to Hope College.
A strong Grand Valley showing
in the first half was quickly re
versed as Hope made a 'lucky’ and
relentless comeback to defeat the
Lakers. "We were ahead 2-1 in the
beginning of the second half,” said
Coach Herrera, "but in 20 minutes
they got one lucky break, and also
benefitted from a penalty.” The
break resulted in a goal, and the
penalty gave Hope an edge GV’s
kickers could not top.
Conceding the loss, Doctor Her
rera was proud of his developing
team. Left fullback Carlos Cubides,
a very consistent player, had paired
swiftness with a very aggressive
nature to become an essential mem
ber of the Laker’s defense. Joe
Ward had proven to be a good team
organizer; a focal point in the or
ganization of the defensive line.
"Joe is a very intelligent player,”
stated Coach Herrera, “and Peter
Choi did a great job of supporting

Laker

soccer

w o e s , 3-2

short of expenses. The student ac
tivities office came to the rescue
with 500 dollars enabling GVSC to
finish the season. “We would like to
thank student activities for the fi
with Calvin next Tuesday at 4 P.M.,
nancial assistance. It was a good
remain on the schedule.
Hope was a physical team, adding, “Some of the members of thing,” said a grateful Herrera.
With the season’s end a mere two
helped by many substitute players. the team don’t play, but they are
games away, the Lakers are hopeful
The Lakers faced a different situa always in there and that helps.”
The team received equipment that a proper mixture of courage,
tion, lacking substitutes needed
from the Athletic Department, but luck, and team backing, will bring a
when starters tired.
Grand Valley was also hampered had been forced to operate on a winning conclusion to soccer for
by sickness and injuries in the front budget, which this year fell far 1974.
both the offense and defense.”
entering last night’s game with
Aquinas, GV held a 2-5 record.
Two games, including a home finale

line. "When we Jose our front line
we are in a big bind,” revealed
Herrera, who noted that the team
still boasts strong desire. "We
showed a lot of guts and a lot of
courage,” declared Coach Herrera,

A cTv player (in white) heads the ball in Wednesday's loss to Hope

Sports

worn®

Vs sports
WITH MARGARET O’DWYER
VOLLEYBALL
In their last home game of the season, the Volleyball
Team clashes with Hope College this evening at 6:30
P.M. The Lakers defeated the Dutchmen 15-1 and 15*1 I
in their first meeting.
Remaining in the home stretch of the squad’s
schedule is primarily (GLIAC) competition. Saturday,
the Lakers meet Ferris and Lake Superior Siaie Coiiege
at Ferris. Game time is 10:00 A.M. Next Tuesday they
travel to Oakland University for a triangular meet with
Oakland and Hillsdale. Thus far, the Lakers are un
defeated in the league, with wins over Ferris and
Oakland.
_ Stepping into the Illinois State University Invitational
Tournament with a bit of anonymity October 18 and
19th, the Lakers emerged with a respectable second
place trophy. Grand Valley opened the tournament with
a 13-15, 9-15 loss to champion and host Illinois State,
but rebounded with successive victories over the Univer
sity of Dayton, 15-12, 15-12; Eastern Illinois University,
15-6, 15-1; and Chicago State University 14-10, 2-15,
15-5, to capture second place.
Last week, the Lakers travelled to Mt. Pleasant to
take a loss, 15-5, 15-7, from a strong Central Michigan
team. Later the team was beaten by Ball State Univer
sity 15-2, 15-13; beat Kellogg Community College
15-10, 11-15,15-1 h and defeated Michigan State 15-11,
13-15, 13-11, in a quadrangular meet at Kellogg.
"Hot and cold,” is coach Joan Boand’s description of
the team’s performance so far this season. As the
State Tournament approaches, however, coach Boand
feels “We’ll be ready!” "During the-remainder of the
season, we’ll be concentrating on offense,” she says.
"We also must work on our defensive bumps. We’ve not
been able to bump as well as we should to set up our
attack.”
FIELD HOCKEY
In their first scrimmage ever, the women’s field
hockey team took a tough, but valuable 3-0 loss to
Hope College. “We played a good game,” says co
ordinator Jan Palkowski. "We were a little Lit sloppy,
but strong on defense.**
According to Jan, the Lakers made poor mistakes due
to inexperience, but learned a great deal from the
*cr*mn*a§e. With more practices GV will prepare to face
the Flying Dutchmen again November 7
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Governor’s race repeat of 1970
Mi9lfk*n
“1 am proud of the record which
has been written ip the last five
years in this state during my ad
ministration," said Michigan Gover
nor William G. Milliken.
We have been able to achieve
more in the area of education, the
environment, in sound and respon
sible management of the budget, in
transportation and in a number of
other key areas than had been
achieved in the last decade or
more."
Early in his term Mil
liken carved out a reput
ation as a progressive
governor in terms of re
organizing the financing
of education.
Milliken, 52, is presently nego
tiating an agreement enabling the
federal government to cooperate
with the state in taking over a
number of Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD)
housing developments.
‘‘I think we have made good
progress from the point of view of
the state and the State Housing
Development Authority in pro

viding homes not only in Detroit,
but throughout Michigan."
A lieutenant governor under*
Governor George Romney, Milliken
became Governor in 1969 when
Romney resigned to become Rich
ard Nixon’s HUD Secretary, Milli
ken beat Sander Levin in the 1970
gubernatorial race by 44.000 votes
out of over two million cast.
Early in his term Milliken carved
out a reputation for himself as the
most progressive governor in the
nation in terms of reorganizing the
financing of education.
Milliken’s effort to get a share of
the gasoline tax dedicated to public
transit was an important step to
ward the rebuilding of public trans
portation. He has brought the lead
ers of Michigan industry around to
at least the point where they rec
ognize and support the need for
mass transit for Southeast Michigan
and other transporation improve
ments for the rest of the state.
Milliken has also been a leader in
the political reform movement. He
has opened his own personal re
cords and his campaign records
beyond what is required by law.
Milliken faces strong opposition
from Levin, who garnered 61 per
cent of the Democratic vote in the
August primary.

Prof battles for
State House seat
A Grand Valley political science
professor is fighting an uphill battle
for the 94th district State House
seat presently held by Democrat
Jelt Sietsema.
Willis H. Snow, 34, of Wyoming,
faces the incumbent Sietsema on
the Republican ticket in the No
vember 5 general elections.
Snow, who announced his can
didacy June 5, is revolving his
campaign around the duo themes of
a “revitalization of the political
climate" and a “renaissance of
political leadership."
Snow admits his biggest obstacle
' in the campaign is name recogni
tion. Sietsema, a well-known Wyo
ming figure, has held the 94th
district seat since 1968.
The 94th State House district
includes all of Wyoming and parts
of northern Grandville and south
west Grand Rapids.
Discussing the role of a state
legislature as a problem-solving
body, Snow said, " I’m a strong
advocate of legislatures and their
potential to further the interests of
the people."
“State legislatures are potentially
inoovative institutions," he added.
Snow is portraying himself as tfa
man who listens" and has napped
his opponent for, as he puts it,
losing touch with his constituents.
The political science professor,
who has taught at Ohio State Uni
versity as well as at Grand Valley,
said that, although the Michigan
legislature ranks high nationally in
tenrn o f both efficiency and organ
ization, he would like to bring
•bout further changes in the le r
illative process. He cited reduction
in the number o f legislative com

U v in
Sander Levin, Democratic can
didate for Governor, considers
crime to be one of the major
problems in Michigan.
By creating a special citizens
grand jury in Wayne County, Levin
believes it will help alleviate crime
and drug problems there.
"We just continue to drift in this
area. There isn’t the hard-hitting
incursion into drug traffic that’s so
essential. We need to get more law
enforcement officials into the
neighborhoods."
To cut inflation, Levin suggests
the tax on food and medicine be
repealed.
“We should defer certain de
creases in taxes which would go to
business and industry which already
through the reduction of the in
ventory tax received a larger
amount of the relief than was orig
inally estimated."
“ It would also mean a repeal of
the sales tax credit and I believe we
could avoid an income tax increase
in the next fiscal year."
A former state senator. Levin
fears the increasing problem of
land-use planning.
“We have to find a blending of
local and county and state author
ity to get at land-use problems. 1
consider the first step is enactment
of a bill that would set up a

mittees and reorganization of staff
resources as two areas needing
change.
Expressing disappointment in
Sietsema’s record, Snow said, “An
incumbent who’s been in Lansing
six years ought to have a positive
record of achievement."

commission that will catalogue
what problems are here in the State
of Michigan."
Understanding the problems that
afflict them, Levin has sponsored
legislation to protect senior citizens
from unethical lending practices in
the areas of taxation, housing and
health care.
“The senior citizen on a fixed
income is perhaps the most vic
timized by today’s constantly es
calating inflation."
Levin lost to Milliken by less
than one percent of the vote in the
1970 gubernatorial race.
A graduate of Harvard Law
School, Levin is married and has
four children.

William Vissers
Versus
Robert Visser
Some students may not think so— and some area
residents may not think so— but students are
a part of the Allendale community. An impor
tant and potentially vital part.

You may be thinking that you’ll be here only two,
•
i
- - * -__ • « Mln/,A l f/XI I
uucc ui IUUI years; that A*«enda*€ •» j“ »i -> place you
have {p live in to go to school; that after graduation
you’ll never see it again.
Four years. It’s longer than you think. In the four
years William Vissers has been Allendale Township Su
pervisor much has been accomplished, such as:
1. building of the Fire Barn.
__ 2. improvement of the Recreation Area. A baseball
diamond, tennis courts and basketball courts were
built. Slides, swings and other equipment were in
stalled in the Tot Lot.
.
3. streamlining towmhip business by computerized
billing.
4. changing Allendale to a Charter Township.
Due to the name shnflarity, William Visaers lost the
primary election by 11 votes. When you vote November
5. you have no choice. Except one - you can cust *
_______ ____

_

Three years ago Snow became
chief staff assistant for State Sen
ator Robert VanderLaan, R-Kentwood, who at the time was major
ity leader. He also was campaign
manager for VanderLaan’s un
successful bid for the Congressional
seat vacated by President Ford and
now held by Grand Rapids Demo
crat Richard F. VanderVeen.
Prior to taking a two-year leave
of absence beginning in June, 1971,
Snow taught a t Grand Valley for a
year. He returned here September,
A political theory specialist.
Snow co-authored two books for
the Ohio Legislature.

«9

£

If you here aay problem, M iN with yam wrileno
vole,
mkmy enpector. They Will belted to help you.
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VanderVeen,Goebel head fight
for Ford 's old Congress seat
VanderVeen
Fifth District Congressman Rich
ard F. VanderVeen considers in
flation the paramount issue in the
nation.
To increase employment oppor
tunities. lie has introduced legisla
tion to help create 900.000 new
public service jobs in areas where
unemployment is higher than 7
percent. The program would reduce
unemployment in Grand Rapids
from about 8 percent to 7 percent.
“These jobs would provide ad
ditional services in health and po
lice protection and environmental
improvement.”
The first Democrat to represent
Michigan's 5th Congressional dis
trict in 64 years, VanderVeen feels
cutting back on about S3 billion of
unnecessary military spending is
another answer to inflation.
“We must be willing to postpone
or scrap some nonessential pro
grams in our military budget, our
space program and military assist
ance to foreign countries.”
“Those cuts should be made
where they will hurt the least. We
should not sacrifice programs that
help people at a time when we car.
easily defer some parts of the mili
tary budget with no harm to our
defense posture.”

A
fformer
n r m p r chairman
'h a ir m a n r\f
A
of Clnsnn
Grand
Valley’s Urban Affairs Institute.
VanderVeen favors a more vigorous
enforcement of the laws that con
trol price fixing and monopoly by
big businesses.
“Where a few huge companies
dominate an industry, we may re
quire new and tougher anti-trust
laws to ensure that consumers are
not being gouged.”
VanderVeen was elected on Feb
ruary 18. 1974. in a special election
to till President Ford's old Congres
sional seat.
After graduating from Harvard
Law School in 1949, VanderVeen
helped found the law firm, Vander
Veen. Freihofer, and Cook, P.C.
VanderVeen, 5!
maillCU UIHI
has three sons.

R ic h a r d

J n h n

Otterbacher
Democrat for
State Senate
“John Otterbacher, the one the pros said was too young
and too educated to be elected, says it the way ho sees it...
regardless of the political consequences. His older col
leagues don't always agree with him, but they know he puts
human beings and human values before anything else in
government."
Sill Ryan.____ _
Michigan Kovj« ©l Wapraaeiitatwaa

Vote November 5th

Pvopta for Otterbacher a 415 Leonard N.W

.■

*

5

» *1

Goebel
“The Democrats have controlled
Congress for 38 of the past 42 years
and what do we have to show for
it? Intlation. higher taxes, energy
problem s, polluted- lakes and
streams and countless unresolved
issues which have been languishing
in Congressional tie-ups for years.”
argues Fifth District Republican
congressional candidate, Paul G.
Goebel, Jr.
While he strongly favors bal
ancing the budget and maintaining
governmental spending, Goebel is
opposed to wage and price controls
and increased taxation. He admits
that all sectors of the economy
have a responsibility to cooperate
in finding a solution to the prob
lem.
“We simply cannot continue
fighting inflation with more in
flation as my opponent has done by
Paul Goebel, Jr,
introducing in Congress a bill which
would create 900,000 new govern rates and expanding the Small Busi
ment jobs at a cost to the taxpayer ness Administration loan program.
of $2.9 billion.”
A native of Grand Rapids,
“This bill will only add to the Goebel favors programs which help
overwhelming cost of government, promote the general welfare of the
increase the tax burden and con
tribute nothing to the solution of productive members of society and
argues that there is room for better
the inflation problem.’’
coordination
of programs and ser
Viewing unemployment as one
of the crucial problems currently vices at all governmental levels.
“I am strongly opposed to a
facing the nation, Goebel contends
that primary efforts to reduce un welfare system in which it is more
employment should not be made profitable not to work, or any
by the government, but in the system in which controls are so
loosely applied that parasitism is
private sector.
“ I favor legislation which would encouraged.”
give tax credits to industries specif
Goebel, 4 1, is currently partner
ically earmarked for expansion, and Vice President of Heinescombined with tax adjustments for Goebel Insurance Company of
individuals in order to provide more Grand Rapids, and a Kent County
purchasing power.”
Commissioner, a i 954 graduate o!
In high unemployment areas, he the University of Michigan, Goebel
is in total favor of reducing interest is married and has three children.

But left “winders
are in there
Two socialist candidates are
among the five who are battling for
the 3th Congressional district seat
now held by Grand Rapids Demo
crat Richard F. VanderVeen.
Frank Girard, o f the Socialist
Labor Party, and A n n R . Gwens, of
the Socialist Workers Party, both
have basically the same objective in
mind, but the SLP forsees far great
er organization in their socialist
society.
A ~
' “•«« to Giraru, a Grandviiie
High School English instructor, the
SLP, followers o f the political phi
losophy o f Daniel DeLeon, dcscribc? * *°cialist government with
a Socialist Industrial Union which
consists o f plant, local and national
councils in each industry.
He said that an all-industry con
gress would formulate the necessary
Production, expansion and im
provement plans for each industry.
It would also arrange a “just” disnf

worker receiving the equivalent of
the labor he has contributed.
The Socialist Workers Party, on
the other hand, does not have a
concrete model for the “govern
ment o f the future." Owens says
that science and technology couid
give everyone the ability to eam “a
decent living and at the same time
save the environment from pol
lution."
A student at Wayne State Univer®ty, Owens proposes campaign re
form legislation, the end o f Americas role as a world policeman, a
study o f mass transit and a return
o f individual civil rights.
Girard ran for the 5th district
seat in 1968, 1970, and 1972, as
neU as in the special election on
February 18 to fill the vacancy
cj'wted when then Republican
Gerald R. Fold became Vice Pres•dent This is Owens’ first try for
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Here’s your guide to major state races
Here is a tabulation of some of Tuesday's
more interesting races:
Governor
Sander M. Levin (Democrat)
William G. Milliken (Republican)
Hugh M. Davison (American Independent)
Thomas D. Dennis (Communist)
Eldon K. Andrews (Conservative\
Zolton Kereney (Human Rights)
James C. Horvath (Socialist Labor)
Robin Maisal (Socialist Worker)
Peter A. Signorelli (U.S. Labor)
Lieutenant Governor
Paul W. Brown (Democrat)
James J. Damman (Republican)
Josephine A. Chapman (American
Independent)
William Allan (Communist)
Al G. Terwilliger (Conservative)
Regina McNulty (Human Rights)
Alfred W. Wegener (Socialist Labor)
Ruth C. Getts (Socialist Worker)
Ronald W. Evans (U.S. Labor)
Attorney General
Frank J. Kelley (Democrat)
Myron H. Wahls (Republican)

Paul G. Goebel, Jr. (Republican)
Dwight Johnson (American Independent
and Conservative)
Frank Girard (Socialist Labor)
9th U.S. Congressional District
Norman C. Halbowcr (Democrat)
Guy A. VanderJagt (Republican)
23rd State Senate District
Bernard Allen (Democrat)
Gary Byker (Republican)

Sth U.S. Congressional District
Richard F. VanderVeen (Democrat)

3 i st State Senate District
Robert D. Fahey (Democrat)
Robert VunderLaan (Republican)
32nd State Senate District
John R. Otterbacher (Democrat)
Milton Zaagman (Republican)
93rd State House District
Stephen V. Monsma (Democrat)
Thomas Knol (Republican)
94th State House District
Jclt Sietsema (Democrat)
Willis II. Snow (Republican)

State Supreme Court ( two to be elected)
John W. Fitzgerald
Thomas M. Kavanagh

Allendale to vote on
‘beer-kyglass?proposal
Passage of a referendum proposal on the Allendale
Township baiioi wouia pave the way tor the licensing ot
businesses to allow beer and wir.e to be servea oy me
glass.
A similar proposal was defeated four years ago, be
cause, according to local businessmen, many Grand Val
ley students eligible to vote in Allendale were unaware
of the proposal.
Chances for the referendum’s passage this year, the
businessmen say, are good.

3rd District State Appeals Court
(two to be elected)
Donald E. Holbrook. Jr.
John T. Letts
Robert L Richardson
Daniel F Walsh
61st District Court
Gordon A. Doherty
Dennis C. kolendu
J. Robert Smolcnski

95th State House District
Stephen E. Fawley (Democrat)
Melvin DeStigter (Republican)

Secretary of State
Richard H. Austin (Democrat)
N. Lorraine Beebe (Republican)

Allan C. Miller
Blair Moody. Jr.

Referendum Proposals
PROPOSAL “ A” asks voters to limit the
use of motor fuel, both gasoline and diesel,
for public transportation to I / 1X of the total
amount collected. The proposal would also
prohibit the use of those taxes for highway
patrol purposes.
PROPOSAL “B” would allow the state to
borrow the sum of S20S million to pay a
bonus to as many as 421,000 qualified vet
erans who were state residents before they
were into service.
PROPOSAL “C” seeks to remove the sales
tax on food and prescription drugs.
PROPOSAL “ D", a $1.1 billion transporta
tion bond issue, calls for the development of
mass transit systems in the Metropolitan
Detroit area and outstate regions, including
Grand Rapids.

brookstde
ense

The proposal will appear on the Nov. 5 ballot.
Eligible voters can cast their ballots at the Allendale
Township Kali, located on the south side of Lake Mien
p n Dr. near 68th Ave.

5p.m. - 8p.m.

Multipurpose Room
$3 single $5 a couple

r
i
i
i
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information in the election
hv h h e Chambers, B i Fitach and Gary Kohut. Special
*
Goebel and VanderVeen
committees for a ! the information they pro-
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G-V mauls Manchester, 49-0
The Grand Valley football team
turned in a seven touchdown per*
fornjance to maul Manchester Col
lege of Indiana, 49*0 Saturday.
The win improved the 4-2 Laker
season record, while Manchester is
still winless in 1974.
Chris Lehmann scored the first
GV touchdown on a five-yard first
quarter run which capped an 80yard drive, Kerry Rasikas made it
14-0 at the end of the period with a
one-yard sneak.
Rasikas played the entire game at
quarterback as alternate Steve Lukkari rested a bruised knee. Kerry’s
23-yard touchdown pass to Dave
Garrick was followed by a threeyard run by Dave Biscupski, and
Valley led 28-0 at half time.
Maurice Bobbit took a 38-yard
toss from Rasikas during third quar
ter play and when Manchester
tried the airways, GV’s Tony
Cramatie ran the score to 42-0 with
a 69-yard touchdown return with
an interception.
The Laker secondary stole five

passes (Roy Ford, Cramatie, Dan
Gunder, Dan Jackson and Brian
Wilson) to give the team 13 pickoffs for the season.
Lehmann, who had 96 yards on
16 carries, closed the scoring with a
three-yard burst in the final period.
Janiie Hosford (65 yards), Bis
cupski (51), and Rasikas (42) added
to GV’s 320 yard team rushing

BY BILL ROHN

effort. Rasikas was 3 for ? in the
air, good for 93 yards and two TDs.
All able members of the Laker
traveling squad saw action, when
Coach Jim Harkema began sub
stituting freely as early as the first
quarter. Testimony to the Laker
domination was the fact that Valley
never punted, though Steve Brcms
was rumored to have practiced a

Harriers lake conference 2d
The Grand Valley State Colleges
cross country team walked away
from the Great Lakes Intercol
legiate Athletic Conference meet
with a second place Finish last
Saturday. The Lakers thus achieved
their goal which was evident
throughout the earlier part of the
season: a high finish in the confer
ence meet.
Ferris State captured the cham
pionship, totaling 20 points. Steve
F o u n tain , Ron Ensing. Tony
Fleming, and Bob Ewigleben took

second through sixth place for the
Bulldogs.
Hillsdale’s Don Anderson took
the individual championship with a
time of 25:20.
Grand Valley finished with 79
points. Dale Johnson, coming off a
knee injury resulting from a soccer
class mishap, finished tenth
(28:14). He was followed by Ken
Zimmerman (13th place: 28:33),
Dave Stebbins (15th: 28:46), Ray
Fosberg (20th; 29:40). and Hal
By ram (21 st; 30:06).

Quick releases
* Prior to the Manchester game,
the football team ranked seventh in
per game rushing and I 2th in total
offense among the nation’s NAIA
“division two” teams. The Lakers
were 18th nationally in team rank
ings before losing to J (\ Alter the
loss they moved up to 14th as

games versus two-year colleges are
not counted. (Pretty shrewd bunch,
those pollsters.)
* Grand Valley’s l<^e Hockey team
has begun play at the GR Jolly
Roger Ice Club and sported a one
win two loss record entering last

night’s game versus Ferris. I he club
faces JC next Wednesday at 9:30
p.m. at Jolly Roger Arena official
Tom Regis, questioned about GV’s
team, reported, “The team is really
a die-hard group but no one from
Grand Valley ever comes to cheer
’em on. It’s really sad.”

few before the game.
Grand Valley must now gear for
tougher competition when the
Northwood Institute Northmen
visit Allendale Saturday. The Lak
ers must win if they are to have a
chance at the GLIAC champion
ship. Northwood beat GVSC 14-7
in 1973.
BY DAVE TWEEDALE
“Our original goal was to finish
third. We saw the chance to beat
Lake Superior last week (the Lakers
finished three points behind Lake
Superior in the G.V.S.C. Invita
tional on October 19). However,
with Hillsdale splitting their.team,
we had a chance for second,” re
marked Coach Bill Clinger.
The Laker harriers’ G.L.I.A.C.
meet
p e r f o r m a n c e helped
G.V.S.C.’s drive for the President’s
Cup: an all-sports trophy which has
been won by Grand Valley in each
of the last two years.
“We might have been one of the
causes to lose it if we had made a
poor showing,” Clinger stated.
Cirand Valley s runners will now
move on to the District 23 meet
this Saturday. The Lakers have
never had much luck in past district
contests, but Clinger hopes to grab
one of the top four spots, stating,
“We’ll have to bump off Aquinas to
do it .’
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County seeks recruits for VPO program
BY BETTY MATTSON____
•KJQS
• • OH p__1
m f«im cochnrtQ
r o u t t iiu ii !■«
-------Juvenile Division of Ottawa and offer suggestions and encour boys with a male leader and girls
County Probate Court is con agement to each other. Additional with a female. These groups meet
tinuously recruiting volunteers for training is sometimes offered at once a week for ten weeks.
its Volunteer Probation Officer these meetings, on the Juvenile
At present there is an especially
Code of Justice, drug abuse, family
program.
great
need for men to work with
The first training group in No planning for teenager, etc.
Juvenile Court also uses lay boys, many of whom have no fa
vember, 1972 contained four Grand
thers or positive male adult figures
Valley students and one Calvin Col counselors in groups consisting of
lege student. Now graduates, these parents of probationers led by one in their lives.
The only requirements to be a
former VPO’s have found employ male and one female leader and
VPO are to be a responsible person
ment as counselors in an orphanage,
prison, nursing home, and as a
police officer.
Training consists of three threehour weekly sessions, held both in
Holland and Grand Haven.
BY DAVID MICHMERHU1ZEN
After completion of training.
VPO’s are assigned to youngsters on
a one-to-one basis. The VPO meets
Circuit Court Judge John T. and the CTA would share the route
with his probationer at least once a Letts on Sept. 6 allowed Grand in joint competition.
week, "helping him with problems Valley to intervene as a third party
But when Grand Valley revealed
such as school work and partic in a lawsuit between Empire Bus its intentions to let the CTA run
ipating in activities such as bowling, Lines and the Grand Rapids City the bus route, Empire filed suit to
hiking, sewing, basketball, etc.
Transit Authority.
halt the city buses and to grant
Most of the juveniles placed with
Empire Lines and the CTA are them exclusive rights to the route.
VPO’s have school truancy or fam
A motion to stop the buses and a
ily problems. Many come from fighting over who has the right to CTA motion to have the case
broken homes and mainly need run the bus service between Grand thrown out of court were both
self-image reinforcement from an Rapids and the Grand Valley cam
denied, but a motion to allow
pus.
interested adult.
The controversy began last De Grand Valley to join the suit as a
In addition to meeting with his
teenager, the VPO will have fre cember when the bus route was third party was approved.
Grand Valley joined the suit in
quent contacts with the court, both handled by Empire Lines. Without
with the VPO coordinator and with informing the Colleges, Empire support of the CTA.
The present fare on a city bus is
the professional probation officer Lines went to the Michigan Public
assigned to his youngster.
Service Commission asking for ex 25^, plus a ICty transfer fee, while
Monthiy rap sessions are held clusive rights to the route. The Empire would charge 75 cents one
where the volunteers discuss cases Commission decided that Enpire way, $1.40 round-trip, with no

at least 18 »vears old and he willino
" o
to donate approximately three
hours per week.
Anyone interested in volun
teering or wishing more informa
tion should contact Roger Zeh
(pronounced Zay), VPO Coordina
tor, Ottawa County Juvenile Court,
414 Washington Avenue, Grand
Haven, Michigan, 842-8610.

College intervenes as 3d party in bus suit

Every Wednesday is College and
PiiShsr Night at rh«

T u iiu n r n

in im u tn
CHICKEN

p itc h e r
cover

1 / 3 r e g u l a r p r ic e

*50 w it h

transfer privileges.
Empire now runs a checker lim
ousine to and from campus three
times a day at that fare in order to
keep their approval from the PSC.
The CTA’s rates are lower be
cause of subsidies it receives from
the state.
No date has been set for the
hearing.
Lost
Dog answering to the name of Pax.
Has salt and pepper coloring and is
half Schnauzer. If found, please call
895-4871. ___________________
Wanted
1 2-gauge pump shotgun. Call
895-6313.

Allendale needs your support

V o te YES
for

BEER and WINE
b y

th e

g la s s

S .9 .
on

Coming Concerts
C a rm e n

. -ov 5

Rory dallagher Nov 11
Weather Report Nov 12
Nov 19
T-Rox

Nov. 5

€9

$5

1!

A bus will be available for transportation

betw een 2 and 8 p .a . in th e dona

PHONE 364-7233
5707 ALPINE AVE.
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Population growth threatens world food supply
The author of the following ar
ticle is a member of Grand Valley’s
Committee on World Population
and Hunger, which has been re
cently organized by Campus Minis
try’s Erv Bode,
- Editor

_______ BY PACO LEON
The term “population explo
sion’’ brings to mind images of the
hungry masses in the less developed
countries, where the hundreds of
millions already living on near
starvation diets are joined by mil
lions more every year. In these
areas population increases largely
nullify the gains made in agricul
tural productivity, frustrating devel
opment efforts. Yet, in many re
spects, the population problem of
the united States is more serious
than that of the less developed
countries.
One might ask how the U.S.
could be considered to have a popu
lation problem. After all, hasn’t the
U.S. stopped growing? The answer
is “no” ; contrary to some mis
leading media reports, zero popula
tion growth has not been achieved
in the U.S. What has been reached
i<? the replacement level. Because of
our society’s age structure, how

ever, the U.S. population grew by
1.5 million last year. At current
rates it will continue to grow for
many decades.
But, it may be argued, doesn’t
the U.S. population represent a
very small portion of the rest of the
world?
To look at the question of popu
lation size meaningfully, the amount of resources used per capita
must be considered as well as the
number of people. The U.S. uses
resources at a greater rate than any
country on earth. To illustrate this,
some environmentalists use the con
cept of “ Indian equivalent.” An
Indian equivaient is the number of
inhabitants of India required to
consume the same amount of min
erals, food, and energy as one
American. A conservative estimate
of the Indian equivalent, found by
comparing per capita gross national
product, is 25. Seen iii these terms,
the population of India is 560
million, but the Indian equivalent
population of the U.S. is over five
billion.
Petroleum, iron, coal, aluminum
and many other minerals are con
sumed by the U.S. in amounts far
out of proportion of its population.
A!! these resources are found in
limited quantities on the planet,
and ail are vitally needed in the less
developed countries for economic

the
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The U.S. uses three times India's
needs on its lawns, golf courses and
cemeteries. Yet India is currently
undergoing famines which have been
caused, in part, by fertilizer
shortages.

As an example, the annual U.S.
meat consumption is 212 pounds
per capita, while that of India is
2.85 pounds. Meat is a relatively
growth. The viewpoint of leaders
from the underdeveloped coun
tries is not that their populations
are growing too fast, but that the
U.S. and other industrialized na
tions are consuming too much. Last
year 12 million people were added
to India’s population and 1.5 mil
lion were added to the U.S. Using
the Indian equivalent, however,
swells the U.S. increase to 37 mil
lion. This being a world of limited
resources, who has the real popula
tion problem?
inefficient method of using land to
obtain protein; many pounds of
humanly edible plant protein
(grains, legumes) are (fed to live
stock in order to produce one
pound of meat protein. Cattle, as
produced in the U.S., consume 21
pounds of protein for each pound
they produce. The average conver
sion ratio for all U.S. livestock is
ten to one. Wasting protein in this
way is hard to rationalize in a world
in which one out of four people are

malnourished. In fact, it has been
estimated that the feed given to our
livestock would be sufficient to fill
90 per cent of the world’s protein
deficiency.
Another item consumed in great
quantities in the U.S. is fertilizer.
The U.S. uses three times India’s
fertilizer needs on its lawns, golf
courses and cemeteries. Yel, India
is currently undergoing famines
which have been caused, in part, by
fertilizer shortages.
Obviously, efforts to control fer
tility must continue in the less
developed as well as the industrial
ized nations. At the same time, it
seems that the current high stand
ard of living enjoyed by middle and
upper class Americans should be
re-evaluated in the face of pressing
world need. We can’t ignore the
basic physical limitations of the
planet.
Sources for this article indude
Gunnar Myrdal’s "The Challenge o f
World Poverty,” Frances Lappe’s
“Diet for a Small Planet,” and
Meadow’s “The Limits to Growth.”

R e fe re n d u m
Grand Valley’s Student Congress
is holding a referendum on whether
the student government constitu
tion should be amended to allow
the election of at-large members to
its executive branch.
A second referendum question
asks students to approve Student
Congress plans to join the Michigan
Higher Education Student Assoc.
(MHESA), a student lobbying
group centered in Lansing.
In regards to the constitutional
amendment question, Student Con
gress President David Porter says
the amendment is needed to set up
an executive branch, which, accord
ing to the constitution, is prere
quisite to the formation oi a gen
eral Assembly.
At the present time, Porter says,
the Student Congress “hasn’t really
been able to get off the ground”
since he has not been able to set up
an executive branch. The problem,
he goes on to say, is that Thomas
Jeffereon College (TJC) and College
IV have still not appointed dele
gates to the government.
Porter feels he is caught in a vir
tual "Catch 22** situation - he
can’t setup a General Assembly unH he has an executive branch and

to d a y

David P o rte r
until all the colleges appoint dele
gates to it.
The proposed amendment, he
hopes, will solve that problem.
Porter says it’s important Grand
Valley joins MHESA in order to
“better express the interests of our
student body to the legislators in
The potts are open today from
to 6 p ja . ia O k Campus
Center and tom orrow from 7 u s .
go 6 p .» . in the <

9

s-m .
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cornin’! Big flare’s a cornin’!” Quito
naturally, all niy customers cleared
out. I couldn’t afford to be so
This week, I would like to sus
hasty, however, as I had $63 in the
pend my usual editorial duties and
till and didn't want some local wag
share with you a sampling of some
getting my goat.
of the many letters which have
Just as I had put the last coin-roll
been pouring into this department.
away, there was a blinding flash ot
light, and a huge solar prominence
Mr. Tarte - I wish to most ve
lept through my barroom door. It
hemently protest the very un
was an immense, and frightening
scientific approach your weekly
thing to look at. and small fires
column has been taking towards
began breaking out all over the
astronomy. You are making a
room.
mockery of one of the oldest, most
respected branches of science.
“Give me a whiskey!” ordered
I was particularly offended by
the flare, cleaving my teakwood bar
your recent article, “Capturing
with one karate chop. I began to
Quasi-Stellar Objects on Film.
pour out a drink, terrified, when
None of your 'suggestions* in this
the mammoth ball of flaming gases
area amused me in the least. Indeed
Mr. Tarte - I read your latest grabbed the bottle from my hands
- recommending that the observer
article on the sun ( “Our Sun: Bring and chug-a-lugged the whole thing.
“seek out a nearby quasar, look at
ing Home The Helium Bacon” )
This made it bum even wilder,
it through the wrong end of a
with much enthusiasm, for the sec and, just to prove its meanness, the
telescope . . . pick it up with a
tion on solar prominences brought colossal flare burned all the wall
tweezers, then drop it into a milk
back some vivid memories.
paper off my walls, melted my
bottle” - why, an intelligent man
1
was
a
bartender
back
in
1968
in
quartz chandelier, and singed my
doesn’t even know how to respond
Boulder,
Colorado,
when
the
Na
beard and eyebrows. I realized then
to such tripe!
tional
Bureau
of
Standards
was
the mistake I had made for a lousy
Do you have any idea of the
investigating giant solar flares. One $63. I knew I should have cleared
harm you could be wreaking upon Dear Bob - 1 was fascinated by Wednesday, after a business-as-usual
the impressionable youth of today? your last column, “Senseless Re- morning, a group o f scientists ran out when the warning first came,
Don’t you realize that some in- search in Modern Astronomy.” into my tavern crying, “ Big flare's a but no, I had been too greedy.
It was obvious, then, that I was
entirely at the mercy of the tow
ering inferno, so I had to play
along.
“ Listen,’ 1 said softly, taking
care not to arouse it, “can I get you
another
whiskey?”
Dilley considers SRX to be the arts-in-media program offered by
____ BY PAIGE CHAMBERS
“Hell, no!” it cried, “i’m getting
only progressive station in the area. WJC is beginning to make Grand
out
of here. Don’t you know big
*Our station is not as boring as Valley an attractive school to at
flare’s
a cornin’?”
WSRX-FM has been on the air other stations,” comments Dilley. tend for students who wish to go
now for over two weeks and the “It gives our listeners a tasty variety on in broadcasting.”
- J. Sokoli
station’s disc jockeys have received in music.”
Allendale
Eager to learn as much as they
nothing but favorable feedback
“it's a place where people can go can, the members of the radio staff
(Mr. larte will be glad to answer
from their listeners.
to get away from the top 40 and will soon attend the 5th Annual any enquiries dealing with the won
Program director John Beyrie is Detroit style raunch ‘n’ roll.”
Loyola University of Chicago radio ders of astronomy. Address all
really excited.
Keefe feels SRX is an asset to convention.
questions to Astronomy Today, c/o
General Manager Barry Keefe Grand Valley, because it will give
Keefe and Western Michigan Uni the LANTHORN, GVSC Campus
thinks it’s great,
interested students experience in versity radio officials are in the Center.)
Music director Cameron Dilley the field o f radio broadcasting.
initial stages of planning a confer
feels it has surpassed their wildest
“ As an over-the-air facility ence for students interested in
dreams.
WSRX proves to be an excellent broadcasting in cooperation with
“The station has a 20-miie radius iucuus by which students can gain WMUS-WIDR-FM.
uatr/^v\ « 7
»
and can be heard as tar away as experience in aii phases of radio
w an a is programmed lor the
Spring Lake and Ada,” explains broadcasting,” - comments Keefe, students, by the students and that
Beyrie.
“and this, coupled with the growing will never change,” explains Beyrie.
The 10-watt public-non-com
mercial radio station airs progres
sive rock as its regular format.
Special features add variety to the
station’s entertainment line-up.
Ken Zapp, WJC media instructor,
Special Features
plays bluegrass music every Tues
Potatoes —a half-hour program of interviews with
day from 4-6 p.m.
people
on or around campus on Monday and Wednes
Charlie Robinson, cheif electri
day at 5:30 p.m.
cian on campus, provides classical
T he Shadow” — the original 1930 continuing epi
music every Thursday from 4-6
sodes on Wednesday at 10 p.m.
p.m.
Student Gloria Miller presents a
News Features
jazz program every Friday from 4-6
pjn .
Campus Report — straight campus news every Tues
day, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 9 p.m.
The station tapes special campus
choral conceits and symphonies.
World News and Review - an in-depth report of
All Grand Valey football and
world news every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
basketball games are broadcast live,
7 p.m. and Tuesday, Thursday and Satuiday at 11
p.m.
whether at home or away.
Aside from special features, the
“What’s Happening?” - a rundown o f all the concerts
station reports up-to-the-minute
and barroom bands in the area every Mondav Wednews.
nesdav and Friday a! ! 1 p m . and Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 7 p m.
y
The SRX format o f progressive
rock is quite unique. The disc jock*
Earth News - consumer-oriented, rock V roll news
eys are required to play songs from
every day M l 1 am ., 2 p m ., 6 p m ., and 10 pm .
(public service announcements)
BY BOB TARTE

dividuals might believe this sort of
hogwash?
As a scientist, I feel obliged to
point out the truth to readers of
the LANTHORN. Photographing
quasars is a time-consuming, com
plicated procedure. There are no
easy shortcuts. The only realistic
way to proceed is to line your
scope up with the celestial axis on a
particularly dark night and - at low
power - slowly scan the area of
epsilon Cygni (the double star). If
conditions are good, you will
chance upon a slight blue glow to
the left of this binary; this is
quasi-stellar object LGM 9X1. Now,
move quickly. Switch to a highpowered eyepiece, center the object
in the field, and secure the mount.
Now, dig a large hole somewhere in
the immediate area and fill it with
cedarwood ashes. Once this is done,
you must sneak back up on the
quasar and kick it in the ash-hole.
—Carl Sagan
UCLA

Why. I never dreamed so many
time-wasting projects were available
to the amateur astronomer. The
prospect of contributing to the
mountain of useless scientific facts
has excited me to the point where
I've even brought up my old Car
tesian reflector from the basement!
My first project was largely in
spired by your article. I have con
structed a meaningless barricade of
boards and chicken-wire on my
garage roof and am timing the
transits of various stars behind it.
Any more pointless suggestions?
- R. Dwelle
Grand Haven

Radio station listener response high

SRX program highlights

No autopsy rep irt yet on co-ed’s death
Ottawa County Sheriffs deputies
have offered no new leads in the
unsolved death of Grand Valley

senior Kathy Bridieman.
_ff -• ••
“The death has not uuiciaiiy
been ruled a homicide.” said Sgt.

Lee Posma Monday, “but we are assigned to the student’s Oct. 5
Wealing it as such.’’ Posma, who death, said aii but 20 minutes of
heads the investigation team Miss Bridleman’s evening were ac
counted for. The time gap that has
so far baffled the detectives is the
crucial 20 minutes before the vic
tim was found near the pool at the
Campus View Apartments.
School of Business by the American
“ Our investigation is progres
Assuiiaiion Coiiege of Business.
sing,” Posma said, “but not as
“The proghm here requires im rapidly as in the first week.”
provement,” said Lindquist “be
A pathologist’s report from St.
cause the administration can’t sell a Mary’s Hospital where the autopsy
weak program to high school stu was performed is expected to come
dents.”
by the end of this week. Posma
hopes
the detailed report will give a
“I want to utilize talent,” said
Lindquist. He stressed that coopera few clues to the cause of the
tion with the Graduate School of woman's death. Yet to be deter
Business and with the other colleges mined is whether Miss Bridleman’s
in utilizing the best talent available head was moving at the time of the
in structuring the growth of the un impact that fractured her skull or
dergraduate School of Business was whether her head was stationary
the key to developing the best pos while being struck by a biunt ob
ject.
sible program.
Meanwhile, the investigation con
In addition, Lindquist hoped to tinues. “We’re going over the small
increase the undergraduate School points once again,” said Posma.
of Business faculty from five to “Some people we have talked to
seven by next year.
and some we’ll talk to again.”

College hires business head
Grand Valley has recently ap
pointed a new director for the CAS
undergraduate School of Business.
Stanton C. Lindquist, 38, re
ceived his C.P.A. accreditation in
1966 and his Ph.D. Degree from the
University of Missouri in 1972. He
was associate professor and chair
man of the Department of Ecbnomics and Business Administra
tion at Luther College in !owa prior
to his appointment at Grand Val
ley.
“ My primary objective is to de
velop a quality program ending in a
baccalaureate degree,” said Lind
quist.
As a corollary to his primary ob
jective, Lindquist explained, he in
tends to seek and obtain accredita
tion for the CAS undergraduate

StantOn C. Lundquiat

EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF ALL-COLLEGE
STUDBNT GOVERNMENT
Minutes of October 2 3 ,1974
In attendance were:
Dave Porter .......................................................President
Frank M usto...............Chairperson on campus concerns
Marilyn Heiler .................................................. Secretary
Nancy Seaw ater................................................ Treasurer
John D. C a d in ................... William James College Rep.
Lynn W ochholz................................ Interested Student
John Bargman ............................President of Travel-Aid
Minutes were read and approved after corrections
were made because of changes in plans.
Treasurer report - Fee Budget guaranteed our budget
with some difficulty with our present accounting to be
straightened out with Rosemary Alland and Student
Goverment.
OLD BUSINESS
African Relief Fund
Frank Musto has sent out a memo to all Student
Organizations requesting their participation in helping
to raise money for the African Relief Fund. November
16-20 is the nationwide week for raising money for
A.R.F. Grand Valley events to raise money will take
place November 22 and 23. The money spent putting on
the weekend will not have to be refunded from the
proceeds.
Student Congress has six on-going projects right now .
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student Rights Handbook
Revising of the Student Handbook
Handbook for Organizations
^
I Care Weekend (formally called Farewell week
end)
5. Voting on By Law I and MHESA on October 31
and November 1
6. Safety and Security Committee
Need Membership
There are still openings for membership on the
following:
1. Newspaper Board
2. Campus Activities and Events Coordinates Committee
3. Publication Advising Council
4. International Studies Institute
5. Advisory Board
6. Judiciary
K cpiacl* o f Reginald (Hook j Johnson
(Hook) Johnson has missed two Executive
Blanch meetings and, therefore, must be replaced m
to the constitution. The election for a new

co-chairperson will be on the same ballot with the
election of the academic unit representatives to the
Executive Branch.
Voting
The vote on the proposal to amend the constitution
with By Law 1! and whether or not Grand Vaiiey should
join MHESA is scheduled to take place Thursday,
October 31 and Friday, November 1. An ad will be
placed in the Lanthom on October 3! telling of the
vote. The polling places will be in the Commons and
downstairs Campus Center. All registered Grand Valley
students will be eligible to vote.
Safety and Security
The Safety and Security Committee headed by Bruce
O'Mdfarb has prepared a rough draft of future lighted
walkways. They are:
1. Lighting along Campus Drive from M45 to Water
Tower
2. A walkway from M45 to Mackinac
3. A walkway from Campus Center and Calder Fine
Arts Building to the south apartments along
Campus Drive
Ideas also included are:
1. Campus Drive will have inlets so people can be
dropped off or picked up
2. Bike paths on campus
i Care Weekend
Frank Musto will contact Jeff Brown to see if he will
notify Bill Crosby of Grand Valley's upcoming I Care
Weekend. Donation cans will be placed in downstairs
Campus Center and elsewhere throughout the college.
Frank Musto will contact the band that is going to play
at the dance.
NEW BUSINESS
Lynn Wochholz came to Student Congress for sup
port on improving the college facilities for left-handers.
Since the cost of replacing some of the right-handed
desks throughout the college now wUl be too expenshe,
the idea o f ordering a large proportion of left-handed
desks for the new building and then replacing some of
the old desks with the left-handed desks is an idea that
could work. The left side of the aisles would be all
left-handed desks. A petition showing the support of
left-handed improvements will be taken to the Pres
ident Executive Council in November.
The orpnization of Travel Aid made an appeal to
Student Congress to help them receive money requested
from Fee B ud^t that was denied. Questions about the
workings o f Fee Budget were raised as were questions
about Box Office.
The meeting time next week will be at 6:30
Wednesday.

Free Checking for College Students
One of the things you may be thinking about
right now is how to get by on a limited
budget.
Your money doesn't come easy and every
cent counts. So we'd like to make you an offer.
A free checking accoun
that includes the cosl
of checks.
To get your free
Old Kent checking ac
count, all we ask is that
you are a college student
and have a validated stu

dent I.D. card for the 1974-75 school year.
You can take care of all your banking needs
at any one of our 41 offices, regardless of where
you opened your account or where you normally
do your banking.
Stop in at any one
of our offices today
and open your free
college student checking
account. And later on,
whenever you're ready,
we'll be ready to help
you in more ways.

\buVe got alon g way to g a
W e’d like to help you get there.

